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Let cp, w be elements in the predual of a W*-algebra. For their absolute 
value parts /qI. Iv/, the estimate ~~~u,~-~~~~~~(~~~~+wI//I~~-w~/)‘.’* is obtained. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let .N* be the predual of a IV*-algebra M. For any v, in M,, the notion 
of the polar decomposition cp = u 1~1 is well known, [7]. Here, 1~ 1 is in the 
positive part .Ji, u is a partial isometry in the algebra A, and (U 1 v, I)(x) = 
j(p/(xu), x E .A?. It has been known for a long time that the map: 6” + 1~1 is 
norm-continuous. In 121, Borchers obtained the first quantitative estimate 
IllPI -/VIII < 2(lly? - Yll + vmll + lIv//I)1’2 I/v- vw2J. 
The purpose of the article is to obtain the (best) estimate described in the 
abstract. Our main technical tool is the theory of noncommutative LP-spaces, 
0 < p < co, especially L ’ and L “2. 
1. MAIN THEOREM AND NOTATIONS 
The main result of the article is 
THEOREM. For any q, v in the predual AT* of a W*-algebra A, their 
absolute values I (o 1, 1~1 satisfy 
Illrpl - lvlll G (2 I/(0 + VII I((0 - vll)“2. 
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Throughout, let M be the crossed product J X, R studied in 191. It was 
proved there that JY admits the dual action 0,, s E R, and the canonical 
(faithful, semi-finite, normal) trace r such that r o 19, = e-‘r and M 
(imbedded into JV in the usual way) is exactly the fixed-point subalgebra 
X8. Thus, the theory of r-measurable operators [6] is avilable to JV (and r). 
For each 0 < p < co, we set [4] 
Lp(M) = {x: r-measurable operator (affiliated with J“) 
satisfying 6,(x) = exp(-s/p)x, s E R ). 
Due to the fact that L ‘(J/v) is order-isomorphic to A*, one can introduce 
the positive linear from tr on L’(A) defined by tr(h,) = o(l), where 
h, EL’(A) corresponds to rp EL/*. When 1 < p < co, ]]xllp = (tr(]xip))‘lp 
makes Lp(J) a Banach space and all the expected properties (such as 
duality) were shown by Haagerup [4]. 
In this article, we will use these LP-spaces for 0 < p < 1. The above ]/ ]lp 
will be shown to give rise to a quasi-norm. (Proposition 6). We remark that 
the polar decomposition of h, in L’(M) as an operator corresponds exactly 
to that of v, in M, mentioned at the beginning of Section 0. We will thus 
prove that 
lllxl - IYIII, G ~IIx+Yl/:‘*Ilx-‘A:‘* 
for any x, y in L’(A). 
2. TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
We collect some technical lemmas. The proof of the first requires 
somewhat different technique so that it will be given in Appendix. 
LEMMA 1. Zf x (resp. y ) is in Lp(Qf) (resp. L4(l)) and 
P -’ + q-1 = r-1, 0 < p, q, r < oc), (hence xy is in L’(M)), then we have 
IIXY IL G llxllp II Y llq. 
Of course when 1 < p, q, r ,< co this inequality is well known as Holder’s 
inequality. We will need this for p = q = 1 and r = {. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be a positive t-measurable operator, a E JV be a 
contraction (11 a II < 1). Then for each 0 < p < 1, we get 
a *xpa < (a *xa)p. 
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Proof. Since tP, t > 0, is operator monotone, the result is just Hansen’s 
inequality [5] provided that x is bounded. For a general x, using the spectral 
decomposition one can choose an increasing sequence {x”} of positive 
operators in M such that x, T x, x”, T xp as n T 00 in the measure topology, 
[6,7]. Since we have 
a*xp,a < (a*x,u)p < (a*xu)p, 
Letting n T co, we get the desired operator inequality. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. For positive operators x, y in Lp(M), 0 < p < 1, we have 
tr((x + y)“) < tr(xP + y”). 
Proof: Because of x, y <x + y, one can construct contractions U, v (in 
-4“) such that 
X 1’2 = u(x + y)“Z, y”Z = v(x + yy, 
U*U + v*v = the support projection of x + y (EM). Indeed, u and v are 
uniquely determined by these conditions, Applying 8, to the above equations 
and using this uniqueness, one concludes that 0,(u) = u and 19,(v) = v, that is, 
u and v belong to _ 4’-’ =, ~7. 
Since x = u(x + y) U* and y = v(x + y) v*, we estimate 
tr(xP + y”) > tr(u(x + y)” u* + v(x + y)pv*) (Lemma 2) 
= tr((u*u + v*v)(x + y)“) (tracial property of tr) 
= tr((x + y)“). Q.E.D. 
The next two results were proved for bounded operators with a stronger 
conclusion by Akeman, Anderson, and Pedersen, [ 11. For our purpose, the 
following weaker versions (that remain valid for r-measurable operators as 
well) will be enough. 
LEMMA 4. If x is in Lp(M), 0 < p < m, then there always exists a partial 
isometry w in M satisfying Re(x)+ < w 1x1 w*. Here, Re(x)+ denotes the 
positive part of Re(x) = 22’(x + x*). 
ProoJ: Let x = u Ix/ be the polar decomposition, and e be the support 
projection of Re(x)+ . Also let a IxI’/’ = w I a I x /“* 1 be the polar decom- 
position, where u = 2-le(l + u). Notice that all of U, e, a, w belong to M 
and u*u < 1. Also notice that 
a (XI a” = w (ulx/“*I* w* = w lxll’2 u*u 1x1”* w* < w 1x1 w*, 
Re(x)+ = e Re(x)e = 22’e(u 1x1 + (x1 u*)e. 
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We thus compute 
w 1x1 w* - Re(x)+ > a 1x1 a* - 2-‘e(u 1x1 + 1x1 u*)e 
= 4-‘e(l + u) 1x1(1 + u)*e - 2-‘e(u Ix/+ Ix/ u*)e 
= 4-‘e{(l + u) [x1(1 + u*) - 2(u 1x1 + 1x1 u*)}e 
=4-‘e(l-u)lxl(l-u)*e&O. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. For any x, y on L*(A), 0 < p < 03, there always exist 
partial isometrics w,, wz in M such that Ix + yl< W, 1x1 wf + w2 j yl wf. 
Proof Let x + y = u Ix + yl by the polar decomposition. Notice that 
lx + yl = v*(x + Y) (2 0) 
= 2F{v*(x + y) + (x + y)*v) 
= Re(v*x) + Re(v*y) < Re(v*x)+ + Re(v*y)+. 
Using the partial isometries w,, w2 arising from 21*x, v*y in Lemma 4, we 
further estimate 
lx + yl< WI Iu*xI w:: + w2 Iv*YI wz* 
<WI /xl w:: + w2 IYl wz*. 
Q.E.D. 
$3. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 6. For any x, y in Lp(M), 0 < p ,< 1, we get 
Ilx +Y II:: G Il-qJ + /I Y 11;. 
In particular, the convexity oft Iip t > 0, shows the quasi-norm property , 
IIX +Yllp G 2p+‘(l14 + II Yll,). 
Proof. We estimate 
< tr((w, 1x1 wj+ + w2 / yI we)“) (Corollary 5 and the operator 
monotonicity of P, t > 0) 
< tr((wl Ix/ wI*)p + (w2 I yl wz*>“> (Lemma 3) 
=Il~~l~l~::II~+II~*IYI~::Il~. 
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Now the result follows from the elementary fact: 
Il4, G ll~ll lIzlIp 11~113 a,bEdf. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7. For positive x, y in Lp(A), 0 < p < 1, we have 
llxP -YPlll < /Ix --YllS. 
Proof When x > y > 0 (hence x” > yp > 0), we compute 
~~x-y~~~--~~~~-y~~~~=tr((x-y)~)-tr(x~-y~) 
= tr((x -y)“) - tr(((x -y) + y)“) + tr( y”) 
so that the result follows from Lemma 3. 
For general x, y > 0, let x - y = (x - y)+ - (x - y)) be the Jordan decom- 
position (as an operator). It is easy to see that (x-y), are in Lp(M). We 
estimate 
lIxp-YpIl,~Il(Y +(x-YY)+)p-YpIII+II(Y +(x-Y)+)p--pll~ 
< II@ -Y)+ 11; + II (x -YL II:: 
using the first half of the proof and x = y + (x - y), - (x - y)- . It is 
straight forward to check that the far right-hand side is 
tr(lx -VI”) = I/x -Ylli. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Theorem in Section 1. We will show (1). For any x, y in 
L’(JY), we estimate 
/Il~I-IYlll,=II~~*~~“2-~Y*Y~“2/l,~Il~*~-Y*YII:::. 
using Proposition 7, p = 4. Because 
x*x-y*y=2-‘{(x+y)*(x-y)+(x-Y)*(x+Y)J, (2) 
we further estimate 
~IIx+ 4’1111 ~2-“2/I(X+Y)*(X-Y)+ (x-Y)*(x+Y)ll:;: 
~2-“2(ll(x+y)*(~-Y)ll~::+Il~~-Y~*~~+Y~ll~::J 
(Proposition 6, p = i) 
~2~1’2{(llx+yll,Il~-Yll,)“z+~Il~-Yll,Il~+Yll,~”2~ 
(Lemma 1) 
=2”2~lX+Yllt’211X-YlI:‘2 
Q.E.D. 
580/59!1 9 
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Remark 8. If one uses x*x - y*y =x*(x -y) + (x - y)*y instead of (2), 
similar arguments as above show that 
The constants $! and 1 in (1) and (3) are the best. Indeed, (3) reduces to 
the equality when y = 0. On the other hand, if for example H = M,(G) and 
x = ]i z], y = [i t], the equality holds in (1). 
It is possible to show (1) and (3) with slightly weaker constants for any 
noncommutative LQpaces, 1 <p < co. It requires quite lengthy and entirely 
different arguments. These generalizations will be published elsewhere with 
another new ]] ]I,-inequalities. 
APPENDIX 
We prove Lemma 1 in Section 2. To do so, we need the notion of 
“generalized s-numbers” for a semi-finite IV*-algebra 131. 
Let ,K be the crossed product -1 x JK and 7 be the canonical trace on it 
(see Section 1). For a t-measurable operator x with the (right-continuous) 
spectral resolution ]x I = JF Uen, we set 
~~(x)(=~,(lxl>> = inf{A Z 0; ~(1 -e.J < t}, t > 0. 
The operator x being t-measurable, r(1 - eJ ] 0 as d r co, hence 
0 <pu,(x) < $03, t > 0. We remark that p,(x) is exactly the s-number in the 
literature if N= B(R) and x is a compact operator. Among other 
interesting properties, p,(x) satisfies 
(i) the map: t > 0 -+ I is nonincreasing and continuous from the 
right, 
(ii) p,(x) = inf{]]xe]l; e is a projection in I I. and 7( 1 - e) < t}, t > 0, 
(iii> lu,+,(x + Y> <cl&) + k(Y>, s, t > 0, 
(iv) P,(X) <PLY), t > 0 if 0 < x <.h 
(v) pu,(f(x)) =f@!(x)), t > 0, if x > 0 and f is an increasing 
continuous function on [0, co) satisfying f(0) = 0. 
In [3], p1 was defined for only bounded operators and the above properties 
were verified. Identical arguments remain valid for (unbounded) 7- 
measurable operators as well, and full details are left to the reader. 
LEMMA A (Corollary 4.4 (iii) [3]). Assume that bounded operators x, 
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y satisfy lim,,, pLI1(x) = lim f+m ,uf( y) = 0. For each s > 0, and p, q, r > 0 
satisfying r-l =p-’ + q-‘, we have 
To use this result to prove Lemma 1, we prepare two lemmas. 
LEMMA B. If x is in Lp(&A), 0 <p < co, then we have,uu,(x) = tP’lp lIxllp. 
ProoJ: When x is in L’(A) and 1x1 =jr Ade,, it is known (41 that 
$1 -e,)=C’IIx\Ir. We thus get pf(x)=t-‘Ilxll,. If y is in Lp(A) and 
I yip = x E L’(A), then we compute 
Pf(Y>” = &(I Y I)” = Pt(X> (because of(v)) 
=t-’ llxll, = t-l 11 y11;. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA C. (Fatou’s lemma). If a sequence {x,,} of z-measurable 
operators tends to a z-measurable operator x in the measure topology [6,8], 
then, for each t > 0, we get 
Proof. For each fixed E > 0, (iii) implies that 
P,(X,> > PUt+ E(X) - Pu,(X - xnh 
lim infpu,(x,) > lu,, ,(x> - liymzp Pdx - XJ 
n+cc 
Since x - x, + 0 as n + co in measure, (ii) shows that lim, -oo p xx - x,) = 0 
and 
lim inf~f(x,) > iut + ,(x1. n+* 
Letting E 1 0 (recall (i)), we get the desired inequality. Q.E.D. 
(Proof of Lemma 1 in Section 2). Let x = u 1x1 E Lp(H) and 
y = v I y ( E L9(M) be the polar decompositions. Using 1x1= IF Ade, and 
lyl=jpAdf,,weset 
x,=u nAdeA, 
s 
y, = v n A.df,, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
0 c 0 
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Since 
(recall (iv) and Lemma B), one gets lim,+oopl(x,,) = lim,,, p,(y,) = 0 for 
each n. Applying Lemma A to s = 1 and (p/2)-’ + (q/2)-’ = (r/2)-‘, we 
have 
1 
2/q 
P& Y,,Y’~ dt P&,)~‘* dt i~t(~nY’* dt 
2lP “I 2/q 
< ,u,(x)~‘~ dt 
1 (i 
P,(Y)“‘~ dt 
'0 1 
. 
Since x, -+ x, y, + y, x, y, + xy as n + co in measure, Lemma C and Fatou’s 
lemma imply 
-I 2!r 
P~,(xY>” dt lim inf p,(x,, yn)“’ dt 
0 n-m 
2/r 
. 
It follows from the above two estimates that 
Pan” dt 
2/Q 
rll,(~Y’~ dt 
Based on Lemma B, one can explicitly evaluate the three integrals involved 
here, and gets 
2*” IIXY II1 < P llxllp)(22’q II Yll,). 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma B, C suggest usefulness of PI in the study of Lp(M) and the theory 
of gages [6, 81. More systematic study will be published in a subsequent 
paper. 
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